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Abstract
In this note  we report on some work in progress on using rewriting logics for
discrete event simulation The idea is to combine the proofs in the logic with the
observations in the simulations to gain a better understanding of the interaction
intricacies that seem to occur in complex simulations In particular  we use com
munication protocols as our application domain  since they have all the interaction
and unpredictability that makes formal specications dicult
  Problem Formal Methods in Simulation
The historical barriers to the use of formal methods in designing and develop 
ing communication protocols derive from their dierent attitudes verication
models have been used for many years for proofs of behavior a verication
model cannot tell you when the model is wrong but simulation models are
used for observations of behavior a simulation model cannot tell you when
the model is right These are almost always dierent models since they must
concentrate on dierent aspects of the behavior
For example the verication methods almost always abstract out the no 
tion of time even temporal logic 	
 	 does not deal with time only with
the possible orderings of events induced by time and probabilities it is ex 
tremely hard to prove probabilistic statements whereas the simulations can
only show behavior not explore all possibilities so mathematical certainty is
replaced by statistical certainty
Our approach here is to implement a discrete event simulation style within
rewriting logic 	 so that the logic can be used directly to prove assertions
about the simulation This is part of an eort to apply interesting formal
methods 	  in the modeling of communication protocols 
  
 
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 Discrete Event Simulation
Here we briey describe discrete event simulation to set the stage for our ap 
plication We are only concerned with one particular approach to simulation
called the event based approach many others exist 	 	   The main
concepts in this approach are event functions the future events set scheduling
mechanisms and the use of probabilities The basic idea is to break down all
activity into a collection of atomic events they need to be atomic only at
the time scales of interest for the simulation and consider each one to be a
separate event function
Each event function examines some amount of local state maybe changes
it and maybe also schedules further events to occur at later times It has
access to whatever global state is in the model and to a certain amount of local
state sometimes as in our example the local states are grouped according to
dierent computational entities
The simulator maintains its own notion of time that is internal to the
model called the simulation time It also maintains a collection of events that
have been scheduled but that have not yet occurred called the future events
set Scheduling events means adding them to the future events set If the
events occur at suciently distant places then there may be multiple future
events sets of course in this case coordination and interference detection are
important problems
Simulation time advances whenever the simulator needs to decide what
event should occur next It takes the event that is to occur soonest out
of the future events set sets its notion of the current time from that event
and calls that event function When there are several events scheduled for the
same simulation time then an arbitration rule is used the most common of
which is to use the event that was scheduled for that time rst
The notion of time is fundamental to simulation It plays the most impor 
tant coordinative role in detecting and managing interactions coincidences of
inuence and in reducing the amount of eort the program needs to spend
in looking for interactions Replacing it with distributed notions of time or
space requires some kind of cooperative coordination process to account for
the loss of this global mechanism
Finally since most simulation models are used to study situations that
have uncertainties we have to decide how to model the dierent kinds of
uncertainties We have a choice of modeling uncertainty with probability or
with non determinism and since it is very hard to implement non determinism
in a computer we have historically used pseudo random number generators
	 	
 Styles of Simulation
In this section we describe some dierent styles of simulation that can be
considered One of the diculties with almost all simulation systems is that
they only support the basic single sample numerical simulation in which all

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the parameters have numerical values and random samples are chosen as
needed The main power of formal methods here is to examine entire classes
of samples without having to elaborate all of them
One straightforward way to keep track of all the dierent possibilities is to
use expressions of the form
p S  	  p S
 
with explicit probability numbers p and situations S This allows the simu 
lation to explore all choices and therefore all traces we can imagine simpli 
cations that ignore expressions with small enough probabilities The overall
state is a large disjunction with each term protected by a probability value
the guards values must add to 	 Each term is a conjunction of state vari 
able expressions that assert current values of state variables The entire state
has a time label asserting that this is the probability distribution at that
simulation time
We can use a probabilistic choice operator p   to express the changes
in the probability expressions
The problem with this approach is combinatorial explosion since every
probabilistic choice leads to an approximate doubling of the size of the ex 
pression We want to do something more interesting
 Example The Send and Wait Protocol
We illustrate our approach with an example We use the Send and Wait Pro 
tocol which is a simple one message at a time transmission protocol that
can account for many typical network services such as lost duplicated and
delayed messages This protocol is related to the Alternating Bit Protocol
which is a kind of de facto standard test case for specication languages and
methodologies
Our intention here is to improve the model of 	 in the direction of
explicit simulation with numerical observations without losing the formality
that allows proofs of properties In particular we will add explicit control of
the application of rules corresponding to the dierent events
 Send and Wait Protocol Description
The model contains a sender and a receiver and a channel across which they
intend to communicate The idea is that the sender waits for an acknowl 
edgement from the receiver before it sends the next message the sender and
receiver coordinate which message is being sent with an integer message se 
quence number which is assumed to start at zero for both processes initial
coordination is not part of this protocol
The protocol model has a process that generates new messages and a
channel that transmits the messages in two directions from the sender to
the receiver and the reverse for the acknowledgements The channel can lose
delay or duplicate messages

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The sender enqueues generated messages and sends them when it can
It accounts for channel services by sending a message and waiting for an
acknowledgement from the receiver before sending another The sender is
said to be BUSY during this wait time and IDLE otherwise If a certain
time interval called the timeout occurs before the sender receives the proper
acknowledgement then it sends the message again and resets the timer
 Send and Wait Protocol Events
There are six events in this model the only interesting thing about the data
types is that a packet includes a message and a sequence number

Generatemessage msg

Timeoutinteger sq and

RcvAckpacket p for the sender

Rcvpacket p for the receiver and

Sendpacket p and

Acknpacket p for the channel
The initial event is

Generate
and it is assumed that the sender and receiver have sequence numbers both
initially zero The sender will use its sequence number to mark the packets
it sends and the receiver will use its sequence number to determine which
message it is expecting
The

Generatemessage msg
event function has a few simple steps it rst schedules another event

Generatenew msg after a certain time interval
which may be randomly distributed It appends the message to the senders
pending message queue and if the sender is not BUSY it performs a sequence
of operations that we call send the next message set the sender state to
BUSY take the rst message o the pending message queue make a pending
packet from it and the current sender sequence number and schedule two
events

SendPending after some time for sender computation and

TimeoutSndSeqNo after the timer interval
The

Timeoutinteger sq
event function rst checks that the sender is BUSY so that a pending packet
is dened and that the pending packet sequence number is the same as the
timeout sequence number if not then this is an old timeout that is ignored
Then it simply schedules two events

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
SendPending after some time for sender computation and

TimeoutSndSeqNo after the timer interval
The

RcvAckpacket p
event function performs the same check that the sender is BUSY so that a
pending packet is dened and that the pending packet sequence number is
the same as the sequence number extracted from the acknowledgement packet
if not then this is an old delayed duplicate acknowledgement packet that is
ignored Then it sets the sender state to IDLE and increments the sender
sequence number Finally if the sender pending message queue is not empty
it performs the send the next message sequence described above
The

Rcvpacket p
event function checks that the received packet sequence number is the same
as the receivers expected sequence number if not then this is an old much
delayed duplicate message that is ignored Then it increments its expected
sequence number and schedules an event

Acknp after some receiver computation time
The channel provides all the network services that we are trying to allevi 
ate loss delay and duplication of messages It has two parts that are sym 
metric one from the sender to the receiver the Send and Rcv events and
the other from the receiver to the sender the Ackn and RcvAck events
We will only show the rst one
The

Sendpacket p
event function either loses the packet in which case it schedules no event
sends it with some delay in which case it schedules one event

Rcvp after some time for the propagation delay
or it duplicates the packet in which case it schedules that event and also a
further event

Rcvp after some time for the duplication delay
The kind of theorem we want to prove about this protocol is that every
generated message is eventually delivered together with some estimates for
the expected delay To that end we add two global state variables both of
which are lists of messages one for the messages generated and the other for
messages delivered
 Discrete Event Simulation in Rewriting Logic
The general rules of our rst model of discrete event simulation are as follows
The state is a tuple

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local global events
with local being the cartesian product of all the local state spaces global
being the global state space and events being the future events set which
is a set of scheduled events
evt
where ev is a parameterized event function call and t is the simulation
time at which the call is to be made
These are considered to be linearly ordered by increasing simulation time
so we model it as a list your implementation may vary there is a large
literature on this data structure using linked lists heaps priority queues
and many more specialized structures  	 This form of the model insists
on complete control over time as most sequential implementations do Later
on we discuss an alternative model that could be less constrained but it must
still implement a global progress criterion all events scheduled for times less
than t must occur before any event scheduled for a time greater than or equal
to t This condition is dicult to ensure partly because we do not know what
all of the events scheduled for times less than t are for a particular simulation
run until time t during that run
Each event function becomes a collection of conditional rewrite rules that
examine their local state the global state if any make some changes and
add new events
We need a notion of adding a timed event to the future events set to
account for event functions scheduling subsequent events and a notion of the
current simulation time
 Example in Rewriting Logic
Dont take the syntax too seriously here it is meant to be both nearly Maude
	 and helpfully plain not necessarily conforming to any particular imple 
mentation yet
The sorts are the usual boolean integer and real constants an un 
specied message type for the message contents for simulations we just use
integers so we can tell them apart and some constructed sorts
sort packet   sn  integer msg  message
sort states   fIDLE BUSYg
sort timed evt   event  real
The ops we use include several constants
op IDLE  states
op BUSY  states and
op   integer
the component selection functions for packets
op sn  packet 	 integer and
op msg  packet 	 message
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various logical arithmetic and data structure connectives that we will not
specify here and our two application specic operations representing timed
events and adding them to the future events set
op   event real 	 timed evt and
op add to  timed evt list 	 list
In order to dene the add to operation for adding newly scheduled events
to the futures events set we use two reduction rules
eq add EVT to    EVT 
eq add EVT to EU 
 L  
if T  U then EVT 
 EU 
 L
else EU 
 add EVT to L 
The second rule implements our convention that newly scheduled events go
in place after previously scheduled events with the same times This is an
irrelevant property for most list insertion sorts but it is extremely important
subtlety for time control in discrete event simulation if the comparison used
  instead of  for a more ecient insertion then the events scheduled for the
same time would all be executed as if from a stack instead of a queue That
means that the rst event scheduled for a given time could schedule many
others to occur at the same time which means that an arbitrary amount of
computation could be done in zero time With a queue the rst element in 
serted will be the rst one out regardless of how many are inserted afterwards
The state is dened by state variables collected into groups with the same
intended scope although we dont enforce that scope in this version of the
model The sender has state variables
PState  states
SndSeqNo  integer
PendMes  list of message and
Pending  packet
The receiver has only the state variable
RcvSeqNo  integer
The global state contains the two message lists
GenMes  list of message and
DelMes  list of message
Now we are ready for the hard part It is pretty straightforward as shown
in 	 to describe the eect of each kind of event as a rule including in our
case the scheduling of new events
To illustrate our example we describe the eect of three of the events The
Generatem event is in Figure 	 The function genint computes the inter 
generation interval The Sendp event in Figure  the function uniform
computes a uniform random number the function propdel computes the
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event Generatem 
global sender receiver EU
L   	
L   add GeneratemsgUgenintistime to L 
GenMes   appendmsg GenMes 
PendMes   appendmsg PendMes 
if PState   BUSY then
f
PState   BUSY 
msg PendMes   PendMes 
Pending   SndSeqNo msg 
L   add SendPendingUsendcomp to
add TimeoutSndSeqNoUtimint to L 
g
global sender receiver L 
Fig  Generatem event
event Sendp 
global sender receiver EU
L   	
if uniform 	  errprob then
f
L   add RcvpUpropdeltmdelay to
if uniform 	  duplprob then
add RcvpUdupldeltmdelay to L 
else L 
g
global sender receiver L 
Fig  Sendp event
propagation delay and the function dupldel computes the propagation
delay for a duplicate packet The Rcvp event in Figure  In all of them
the sequenced assignments are syntactic abbreviations which are composed
to compute parts of the entire state tuple One theorem we would prove
here is that DelMes is always an initial subsequence of GenMes and another
would give an estimate for the delay time between generation and delivery of
a message There is the usual dicult problem of inventing the appropriate
induction hypotheses that can be used to derive these and other results
The interesting part for this approach is that the future events set deter 
mines what rules occur Thus we either need to coalesce all of the rules into
one giant case statement separated by the event type or else deal explicitly
with the reection implied by controlling the rule strategy directly from the
object language 		 This is one current focus of our study and we describe
in the next subsection some important issues about the question

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event Rcvp 
global sender receiver EU
L   	
if psn    RcvSeqNo then
f
L   add AcknpUrcvcomp to L 
DelMes   appendmsg DelMes 
RcvSeqNo   RcvSeqNo   
g
global sender receiver L 
Fig 	 Rcvp event
 Communication Protocols
The above example is quite dierent from the one in 	 It has an explicit
globally coordinated time management so it is not a concurrent model How 
ever the above example is not a model of the send and wait protocol as the
one in 	 is it is a model of a simulation of that protocol The question is
about where the concurrency occurs explicitly in the model or implicitly in
the logic
Communication protocols form one of the most dicult examples for dis 
crete event simulators because they involve often large numbers of interacting
entities These large numbers lead to an interest in concurrent or distributed
simulation One of the most dicult parts of implementing distributed simu 
lation is managing global progress Several complex synchronization methods
have been developed for this problem but there is continuing discussion of
better ways to address it and no consensus has emerged
The two important kinds of information we want to prove about communi 
cation protocols are safety and progress Safety means that bad things dont
happen and progress means that good things do happen
Logics are excellent for considering safety properties they take the form of
constraints on conditions in the system eg we never try to resend a message
from an empty message list and our task is to prove that the constraint always
holds
Progress properties are much harder Typically we use a temporal logic
and try to prove eventually properties or we write simulations run them
many times and hope that there isnt some unusual situation that causes the
system to stop a deadlock that we cant nd in the simulation
We must consider progress properties either in the logic that is expressed
explicitly as expressions in the logic or of the logic that is as explicitly
assumed properties of the deductive process itself in order to get any useful
progress results for the protocols Some kind of fairness was needed for the
example in 	 since there was no time observation or management in the
example and even with that fairness we need a progress assumption about
the logic to prove progress of this protocol or any other Since rewriting logics
can be considered to describe a process we can make our progress properties
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in the model depend on progress properties of the logic something like if
any rewrite rule can be applied then some applicable rewrite rule will be
applied Our rst model makes the connection to progress within the model
by arranging that the rewrite rules that can be applied are exactly those for
events that should occur next and that no pending event disappears
If we do not want to use the future events set for global coordination then
we have to work harder We might consider making event selection part of
a strategy 		 and leave the ordering of events for the strategy to work out
In the rst model the arbitration rule we used for selecting among events
all scheduled for the same time is an example of such a strategy which was
easy to express because all of the pending events were gathered into one place
for perusal In the alternative models that will no longer be true Also Any
mechanism that makes a choice of events needs to have some safety constraints
most importantly that no event occurs too early that is before another event
that is scheduled for an earlier time in addition to the progress constraint we
mentioned earlier
Any strategy for the alternative models must account for the coordination
that the future events set in the rst model provides and we can imagine
formal safety constraints on the collection of rules that should be allowed to
be enabled according to the pending events This choice has the advantage of
separating the event set management from the rewrite rules for events which
is conceptually nicer but it does not handle the harder problem it does not
say anything about progress We still need a notion of progress in the rewrite
rules and also in the guarantees that the strategy mechanisms will be applied
Any strategy for simulation must have mechanisms for determining when
two pending events interfere and when they are completely independent and
for constraining the ordering among the interfering events
 Summary and Conclusion
We have described the usual sequential implementation of discrete event sim 
ulation scheduling techniques and shown how it can be implemented rather
straightforwardly in rewriting logic using the Send and Wait protocol as our
illustrative example We have discussed the problems of describing progress
in any logic using communication protocols as our most dicult application
example and shown how progress assertions and global coordination are re 
lated
We believe that rewriting logics have an important role in the dicult
problem of combining proofs of concurrent system properties with observing
properties of the corresponding discrete event simulations
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